In Company
In-Company
Scheme

Work with our students to bring
fresh ideas and specialised
knowledge to your business
Kent Business School offers an exciting and
innovative scheme to connect high calibre
postgraduate students with forward-thinking
businesses.
Businesses can access our postgraduate
student expertise in overall business strategy
or more specialised areas, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Marketing / Digital Marketing
Human Resource Management
International Business and Management
Project Management
Finance
Data Analytics

Find our more from our External Engagement team
E: KBSBusiness@kent.ac.uk T: +44 (0) 1227 816492
www.kent.ac.uk/kbs

The Scheme offers a postgraduate student
on a 3-month research consultancy project
supervised by an experienced academic.
After the research the student will present a
full report on their findings to the business.
The scheme is open to all companies
regardless of size, sector, or location and
we welcome applications for In-Company
Scheme support from our alumni community.
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